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The Outsider 1982 an alienated young man attempts to find himself through an examination of modern
philosophy
The Outsider 2016-08-30 colin wilson s classic exploration of the rebel as genius with a new
introduction by gary lachman when the upstart english writer colin wilson debuted on the literary
scene with the outsider in 1956 it marked one of the opening notes of the cultural revolution of the
sixties wilson celebrated the misfit not as a figure be fixed and reintegrated into society but as a lone
journeyer who often had a stirring artistic political or spiritual innovation to convey to society wilson
lived this book as much as wrote it as an impoverished 23 year old the englishman slept in a tent in a
london park so that he could be free of material demands to dedicate himself fully to his study when
the outsider appeared in 1956 it became a sensation among both critics and beats who formed the
vanguard of the dawning aquarian age in wilson s epic exploration of mystics visionaries literary
pioneers political troublemakers and rule breakers of all sorts he evoked a new kind of heroism which
changed how we view ourselves and our purpose in life the outsider is now reissued and reset in a
beautiful tarcher cornerstone edition with a new introduction by wilson s friend and biographer gary
lachman this new volume coincides with tarcher s publication of lachman s biography of wilson beyond
the robot
アウトサイダー 1988 wilson who is acknowledged for the consistently high quality of his prose whether it be
fiction nonfiction or criticism has refused to accept the limitations of genre or form or to be placed in
some literary cubbyhole clifford p bendau here covers wilson s work from his first appearance as a
literary enfant terrible to the publication of his landmark novel the space vampyres 1976 regarded by
many critics as one of his finest works
Colin Wilson, the Outsider and Beyond 1979-01-01 galerij van schijvers die in zich hun leven en of
werk buiten de algemeen begane paden van de seksualiteit begaven uitgangspunt van deze studie is
de hypothese van de hongaarse psychologe charlotte bach die na haar dood een man in vrouwenkleren
bleek te zijn dat seksueel geperverteerden verder geëvolueerd zijn dan mensen die seksueel normaal
zijn aandacht voor o a sade byron goethe gogol swinburne proust jack the ripper en mishima
L'outsider 2020 presents the author s ideas on literature philosophy religion and human freedom
Colin Wilson's Outsider Cycle 2009 in may 1956 aged just 24 colin wilson achieved success and
overnight fame with his philosophical study of alienation and transcendence in modern literature and
thought the outsider fifty four years on and never out of print in english the book is still widely read
and discussed having been translated into over thirty languages in a remarkably prolific career wilson
a true polymath has since written over 170 titles novels plays and non fiction on a variety of subjects
this volume brings together twenty essays by scholars of colin wilson s work worldwide and is
published in his honour to mark the author s 80th birthday each contributor has provided an essay on
their favourite wilson book or the one they consider to be the most significant the result is a varied and
stimulating assessment of wilson s writings on philosophy psychology literature criminology and the
occult with critical appraisals of four of his most thought provoking novels altogether a fitting tribute
to a writer
The Misfits 1989 the best of colin wilson in one fantastic volume containing extracts from wilson s
work on existentialism criminology psychology and the occult this is an invaluable introduction to one
of the late twentieth century s most incisive thinkers this is a new edition of the classic colin wilson
collection the essential colin wilson first published in 1985 updated and introduced by wilson s
bibliographer colin stanley it is the only book to contain extracts from colin wilson s most important
work in one volume including the outsider 1956 a criminal history of mankind 1983 the new
existentialism 1966 the occult 1971 new pathways in psychology 1972 and mysteries 1978 as well as
three of his novels and many other texts subjects covered include existentialism criminology
psychology consciousness studies the occult and much more this second edition includes all of the
original volume plus six essential post 1985 essays and chapters chosen by stanley and other colin
wilson experts including gary lachman these essays provide a much needed update covering aspects of
wilson s work from the 28 years that followed the publication of the first edition to his death in
december 2013 this is an invaluable introduction for those approaching one of the late twentieth
century s most incisive thinkers for the first time and also a timely reminder to colin wilson s many
fans and scholars worldwide of a unique and challenging body of work
Beyond the Outsider 1991 historian gary lachman delivers a fascinating rollicking biography of
literary and cultural rebel colin wilson one of the most adventurous hopeful and least understood
intellects of the past century you will embark on the intellectual ride of a lifetime in this rediscovery of
the life and work of writer rebel and social experimenter colin wilson 1931 2013 author of the classic
the outsider wilson across his 118 books purveyed a philosophy of mind power and human potential
that made him one of the least understood and most important voices of the twentieth century wilson
helped usher in the cultural revolution of the 1960s with his landmark work the outsider published in
1956 the outsider was an intelligent meticulous and unprecedented study of nonconformity in all facets
of life wilson finally became a prolific and unparalleled historian of the occult providing a generation of
readers with a responsible and scholarly entry point to a world of mysteries now acclaimed historian
gary lachman a friend of wilson and a scholar of his work provides an extraordinary and delightful
biography that delves into the life thought and evolution of one of the greatest intellectual rebels and
underrated visionaries of the twentieth century
Around the Outsider 2011-05-16 colin wilson is the bete noir of the oxbridge literary establishment he
never went to university let alone oxbridge yet wrote the outsider a brilliant account of the pain of
being alive today when he was just twenty four it sold millions of copies around the world and he was
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acclaimed as one of the leading intellectuals of the age finding a huge audience with the anti
establishment alternative and underground thinkers because of his radically new attitudes he was with
john osborne dubbed an angry young man in the article that originally coined that phrase in this way a
young man from a working class background suddenly found himself moving in the most colourful
literary and artistic circles of the day in his autobiography he tells stories about among others aldous
huxley angus wilson john osborne kingsley amis kenneth tynan francis bacon and norman mailer all
observed with a true outsider s eye for absurdity he is regarded by many as a true literary hero julian
cope stopped a recent concert to pay tribute to wilson who as sitting in the audience and donovan
leitch dedicates his new autobiography to him but he also has huge mass market appeal his insightful
brilliant books on the occult the mysteries and atlantis and the sphinx were all huge bestsellers netting
millions of copies in this return to the themes of the outsider looked at from the point of his own life
story he again proves himself one of the great intellectuals of our age never ceasing to wrestle with the
great questions of life and death and writing with an erudition and an easy way with ideas that is rare
in english literary life
The Ultimate Colin Wilson 2019-05-14 wilson who shares his home with over 20 000 books pinpoints
the books that have made a difference in his life and challenged him to learn
The Outsider and After 1996 in the age of defeat the third volume of the outsider cycle colin wilson
introduces his new existentialism as the basis for the revolution in thought that we need to bring about
a revolt against insignificance and ordinariness the new existentialism is a practical and strong willed
philosophy that will renew the concept of man as hero it emphasises the extraordinary in us the age of
defeat examines the loss of the hero in western culture and the implications of that loss for humanity
when it was written in the middle of the 20th century it was the idea of the hero that was endangered
today it is man his identity and his masculinity who is verging on extinction the concept of man is one
of the most ambiguous and puzzling in our culture it might be a good moment to remember what to be
a man used to imply
Two Essays on Colin Wilson 1994 精神寄生体 は処女作 アウトサイダー の基本理念を創作の形式で述べようという試みだった ウィルソンは日本語版への序文で語
る h p ラヴクラフトの友人で出版人のオーガスト ダーレスの挑戦に応えて書かれたこの作品は 著者初のクトゥルー神話である 古代より人間の精神に巣喰う怪物に挑む 考古学者オースティ
ンの運命は 話題作 ついに文庫で登場
Beyond the Robot 2016-08-30 colin wilson revitalised existentialism with a completely new approach
to the philosophy the six volumes of his outsider series created an existentialism that is not paralysed
by its own nihilism this book first published in 1966 is a clear summary of the ideas of the outsider
cycle and also develops them to a new stage wilson s new existentialism sees philosophy as an
intellectual adventure that aims at a real command and control of human existence and this book is its
clearest exponent
Religion and the Rebel 1984 kit butler a composer in his late thirties is drawn by a girlfriend into a
secret interaction group operating in the highlands of scotland where experiments in sensory
deprivation are probing new frontiers in the mind
Dreaming To Some Purpose 2011-05-31 is there life after death this is a question that has intrigued
mankind since the beginning of history now the author of the outsider and the psychic detectives
assesses the evidence for this widely held and much contested belief from adam crabtree s patients
who heard voices inside their heads to elizabeth kübler ross on death and dying from rudolf steiner
and madame blavatsky to kenneth ring and raymond moody colin wilson examines theories trends and
phenomena in an effort to reach a conclusion to this most perplexing issue wilson includes hundreds of
case histories and anecdotes on topics as diverse as split brain research apparitions telepathy the
magic of primitive man precognition out of the body experiences a consciousness and b consciousness
vampires the subliminal mind past lives the mystery of multiple personalities and contact with the
dead he asks and answers questions on how far we can trust the evidence given by mediums the
presence of spirits in madness how we lost our psychic powers why the victorians were skeptical of the
occult can personality survive death are spirit controls subpersonalities and most important what
happens after death
The Books in My Life 1998 colin wilsonâ tm s first book the outsider was published to great critical
acclaim in may 1956 it was the first of six philosophical books known collectively as â the outsider
cycleâ tm compiled by wilson during the following decade a summary volume introduction to the new
existentialism appeared in 1966 during the 1970s however wilsonâ tm s interests became on the
surface more varied publishing books on criminology psychology and the occult but he always
maintained a philosophical stance irrespective of subject matter and continued to write purely
philosophical essays for journals magazines and symposia this volume brings together for the first time
his essays on seventeen philosophers including some of those he met personally to discuss their ideas
in his essay on spinoza he wrote â oephilosophers are never so entertaining â or so instructive â as
when they are beating one another over the head â it is that statement applied to this particular
volume that makes these essays from englandâ tm s only home grown existential philosopher so
eminently readable entertaining instructive and sometimes controversial
The Musician as "outsider" 1987 死の問題にとりつかれた一人の青年が永生を夢みて不老長寿の研究を始める 研究は前頭前部葉の秘密に逢着し 彼は意識をほとんど
無限に拡大し 過去を透視できるようになる パラドックスを伴わない真の時間旅行がここに初めて実現する だが意外な妨害が アウトサイダー の著者が描く 壮大な人間進化のヴィジョン 訳者あ
とがき 中村保男
Music, Nature, and the Romantic Outsider 1990 the mystic s moment of illumination shares with
great poetry the liberating power of the deepest levels of consciousness in the words of william blake if
the doors of perception were cleansed everything would appear to a man as it is infinite poetry wilson
argues is a contradiction of the habitual prison of daily life and shows the way to transcend the
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ordinary world through an act of intense attention and intention the poet like the mystic is subject to
sudden peak experiences when everything we look upon is blessed w b yeats dostoevsky gautama
buddha kazantzakis van gogh rupert brooke arunja nietzsche a l rouse jacob boehme suzuki edgar
allan poe their visionary understanding can generate an awareness in each of us of our potential to
open the floodgates of inner energy that creates mystic experience colin wilson first received
international acclaim in 1956 for the outsider ever since i was thirteen i have been obsessed by the
question of the nature of mystical experience he writes and from that time he has been on a quest of
the mystical in poetry religion and psychology
The Age of Defeat 2018-11-06 an examination of the motives for murder from the bestselling author of
the outsider colin wilson puts the manson murders in coldly sharp perspective evening standard why is
the motiveless murder an increasing phenomenon today what is the mentality behind the manson
massacres and other shocking cases of brutal killing too frequent to be written off as isolated cases in
his penetrating exploration of murder colin wilson suggests that the apparently meaningless violence
so frighteningly prevalent today is the result of boredom and frustration induced by a repressive
society particular individuals of high creative potential are thwarted in their natural drives and
ambitions and are forced to tread the deadly path of homicide colin wilson traces this path describing
in detail many instances of violent crime and provides valuable insights that may point to an
explanation
Outsider 1959 when the archive of the english philosopher and polymath colin wilson 1931 2013 was
officially opened at the university of nottingham uk in the summer of 2011 it was agreed among those
present that a conference should be held there to discuss his work in july 2016 the first international
colin wilson conference was staged with the proceedings being published a year later the success of
that conference inevitably meant that a second was arranged and held two years later in july 2018 this
volume which will be of interest to scholars and fans of wilson s work in addition to students of
philosophy and consciousness studies contains the transcripts of the papers presented on july 6 2018
day one of that second conference experts scholars and fans from around the globe gathered to hear
and present papers on a variety of wilson related topics ranging from existentialism to the occult from
robert musil to classical music and from transpersonal psychology to transcendental evolution
精神寄生体 2001-07-15 難破宇宙船の謎の生命体は 妖艶な美女の姿をしたヴァンパイアーだった 鬼才の異色スペース ホラー小説 村上翻訳堂 シリーズ
Introduction to the New Existentialism 2019-04-15 published to coincide with the 50th anniversary of
the outsider this comprehensive annotated bibliography of primary and secondary sources has been
fully revised and updated incorporating an author chronology and an exhaustive index aimed at
scholars collectors and fans worldwide it also includes details of non english translations of wilson s
work
The Black Room 1971 when the existential philosopher colin wilson died in december 2013 it was
suggested by one perceptive obituary writer that despite the seemingly diverse subject matter of his
books his true legacy lay in the field of consciousness studies this is particularly apparent when
studying his many essays and books on psychology and taking into consideration his close association
with the celebrated american psychologist abraham maslow whose concept of peak experiences pes
became for wilson an important link to experiencing enhanced consciousness maslow however felt that
pes could not be induced at will wilson thought otherwise and through his work sought to encourage
his readers and students to live more vital and appreciative lives thereby paving the way toward an
evolutionary leap for mankind in consciousness indeed a change in consciousness that would
potentially change everything in this study colin stanley wilson s bibliographer and author of colin
wilson s outsider cycle a guide for students and colin wilson s occult trilogy a guide for students
provides an illuminating essay on each of wilson s nine major books on psychology
The Essential Colin Wilson 1985 colin wilson s 1931 2013 first book the outsider was published in
1956 it brought him instant recognition as one of the most radical thinkers of his generation brandy of
the damned was first published in 1964 and in revised form in 1967 in this book wilson navigates a
fascinating journey through the world of music providing insights into mozart and beethoven
provocatively tackling what was then the modern music of schoenberg and stravinsky and speculating
on the nature and spirit of jazz and many other musical subjects foruli classics classic music and
popular culture books reborn
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